Climate: what is Club Med doing?

“The tourism of tomorrow will be sustainable
and should have a limited impact on climate.
Rather than passively await this evolution,
Club Med is taking action.”
Henri Giscard d’Estaing,
Chairman & CEO, Club Med

Why take action?
Because the future of tourism is inherently linked to climate change and because Club Med
was born from a desire to offer access to preserved nature.
Our challenges: lessen our impact on the climate and adapt to its evolution.
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The first Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) of a Club Med Resort was conducted in 2006

Sources of
Club Med’s CO2
emissions

142 000 tonnes of CO2 are directly emitted by Club Med Resorts for the operation of their buildings
We estimate that the production and transportation of our food purchases amount to 140,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions.
Approx. 1,000,000 tonnes of the CO2 emitted are due to the transportation of people.
Club Med manages its progress through its global environmental monitoring system, Tech Care.
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ECO-CONSTRUCTION

(High Environmental
Quality)

• Val Thorens Sensations labelled THPE
(Very High Energy Performance)
• Promotion of green innovation
• Natural “carbon sink” Resorts: 7% footprint,
over 1,000 ha of primary forests preserved
(Rio das Pedras, Cherating Beach)
• Creation with BREEAM of the first eco-building
reference system specially adapted to a resor
Aim

77% of Resorts
are GREEN GLOBE
certified
for sustainable
tourism

ECO-CERTIFICATION

This international label is recognized by
the Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC)
• Regular audits conducted by independent third parties
• Over 300 criteria on climate, biodiversity, water, social and societal
commitment and raising team and customer awareness
Aim

Eco-certify construction for any new projects

100% of Resorts certified
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RECYCLING
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RENEWABLE ENERGIES
FOSSIL FUELS BETWEEN 2010 and 2017: -3%

16%
of the electricity
we use is derived
from renewable
sources
(65% in France)

Aim

-15% greenhouse gases per hotel day between 2010 and 2020
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TRANSPORTATION

Aim

More incentives for longer stays

• 90% of Resorts recycle cardboard, glass
and cooking fats
• 80% of Resorts recycle plastic and batteries

RESPONSIBLE EATING

Only 101g
of food waste
per meal
and per person
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• Preventing food waste : adapted equipment, team
training, raising customer awareness
• Promoting vegetarian dishes
• Using ecologically-farmed local produce with the AGRISUD partnership
Aim

One “Happy Veggie” day per week
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GM, GO & GE INVOLVEMENT
Since 2008:
customers invited
to carbon offset

• Raising awareness throughout the GM experience
• Nature and environment-friendly workshops for children
in the Mini Club®
• Eco-action posters in nearly 16,000 rooms
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Resorts
close to
customer bases:
less than 12%
of GMs travel
long-haul

Taking action with the room for manoeuvre available to us…
• Optimisation of aircraft seat occupancy
• Train travel proposed systematically (Club Med, 3rd leisure
customer of French rail company SNCF)
• Longer stays at Club Med thanks to the number of activities
on offer: less CO2 per hotel day

60,000 tonnes
of CO2 avoided
thanks to recycling
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• 16% of Resorts are equiped with heat pumps
• 25% of Resorts use solar thermal energy
• 32% of Resorts recuperate heat from cooling units
• 6 000 m² of solar panels in Finolhu Villas in the Maldives
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Valmorel,
first mountain
hotel in France
labelled HQE

Adapting to climate change

BEACH EROSION

SNOWFALL

Coastlines are increasingly
vulnerable to erosion. For the
Club Med, it involves locating
away from the shoreline,
laying out and managing beaches with an
understanding of the complex systems which
govern how they function. It also means
opting for flexible solutions, rather than heavy
laying out or supporting scientific research in
this domain.

To cope with the snowfall
decline, our mountain
Resorts are located at high
altitude or are close to large
ski areas. Opening during two seasons
and developing additional winter activities
(such as snowshoeing, ice diving or
bobsleighing) helps to be less dependent
on snowfall. Moreover, our Resorts are naturally
adapted to multi season openings
(winter/spring/summer).

Club Med Resorts are designed to take account of
beach erosion and not aggravate to the issue.

Mountain biking on snow is another activity which
can supplement downhill skiing.

The future of Club Med depends on climate risks and changes. Aware of our responsibilities
in this area, we have been sharing every year an update on our pro-climate initiatives since
the COP21 conference; besides other Club Med actions also exist for environmental and
social issues.
To find out more: www.sustainability.clubmed
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Adapting to climate change is also about anticipating the consequences of extreme weather
conditions. Club Med incorporates this within its risk and crisis management.

